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Executive Summary 

Enhancing supplier acceptance of Commercial Card payments continues to be important for the 
growth and expansion of card programs. To help accomplish this, end-user organizations, industry 
providers, and suppliers still need to work more closely together to ensure that card payments are a 
“win” for all.  Information available in the public domain regarding supplier acceptance opportunities, 
challenges, and the various strategies employed by end-users continues to be limited. 

As such, NAPCP and First Annapolis Consulting collaborated on this 2013 survey to explore how the 
market has evolved since our first edition survey in 2009 and to refresh perspectives on suppliers’ 
acceptance of card payments from the end-user organization buyer’s point of view. NAPCP end-user 
members and subscribers were invited to participate. 

Conducted online during the first quarter 2013, the survey included a maximum of 52 questions, 
depending on a respondent's answers, and addressed: 

 Traditional Purchasing Cards (“P-Cards”), including One Cards; and, 

 Electronic payables (“ePayables”), which were excluded in 2009.1 

Some questions pertained to Purchasing Cards / One Cards only, some pertained to ePayables only 
and some pertained to both. In total, 103 responses were received. 

Supplier acceptance, a core NAPCP community priority, has significantly improved. For example: 

 Commercial Card acceptance has become more integral to supplier selection 

 Maximum allowable transaction sizes have risen 

 Supplier acceptance of P-Cards across supplier spend verticals has increased 

 ePayables have become more prevalent 

 Consideration of supplier benefits has risen remarkably in choice of B2B payment 

 Education of suppliers has improved and been correlated to better program KPIs 

 

                                                   
1 The following are all examples of ePayables:  single use accounts, supplier initiated payments for which no plastic 
is issued, and buyer initiated payments.  ePayables is intended to be synonymous with other terms used in the B2B 
payments industry such as electronic accounts payable (EAP), a term used by RPMG Research Corporation, and 
virtual accounts. 
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Survey Overview  

 
Similar to the first edition of this survey conducted in the fourth quarter 
2009, the 2013 edition was designed to identify supplier acceptance 
challenges encountered by end-users and the corresponding strategies 
or tactics used to overcome them. In this “second edition” survey, time-
series comparisons of how supplier acceptance has evolved from 2009 
to 2013 were performed. 
 
While the 2013 survey questionnaire was quite similar to 2009, obtaining 
answers to three key questions were areas of focus for 2013: 

1. What are the primary drivers for suppliers to accept card 
payments? 

2. What successful actions have end-users used to partner with their suppliers on acceptance? 

3. How could end-users’ existing processes and/or supplier requirements be improved? 

In total, 103 survey responses were received and evaluated. All but two respondents had a P-Card 
program, of which over 80% have had a P-Card program for six years or more. Forty percent of 
respondents had an ePayables program, of which half have had a program in place for less than three 
years. 

 

Figure 1. Respondent Overview 

As shown above, 27% of respondents were “Fortune Ranking” with $2 billion or more in annual 
revenue or budget, 39% were “Large Market” ($500 million to $1.9 billion), 31% were “Mid-Market” 
($25 to 499 million), and only three percent were “Small” (<$25 million). As for industry sector, 43% of 
respondents were from the private / corporate sector (e.g., corporations, companies, businesses); 
40% were from government / K-12; 15% are from higher education; and 2% were non-profits.  Nine 
percent of respondents had P-Card / One Card and ePayables (but excluding travel) spend of more 
than $100 million per annum while 31% had spend of $20.1 to 100 million, 20% had spend of $10.1 
to 20 million, and the remaining 40% had spend of $10 million or less. 
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Eighty-one percent of respondents have had their Purchasing Card programs in place for at least six 
years and 52% have been in place for a decade or more, lending credence to the depth of knowledge, 
experience and perspective that underlay survey results and findings. Conversely, almost half of the 
ePayables programs were less than three years old. 

Given the tens of thousands of private and public sector end-user organizations in the United States, 
results from this survey of 103 responses cannot be represented as statistically significant. However, 
end-users and providers alike have much to glean from this report as well as the first edition survey of 
2009 for which a similar report was published in June 2010.  Further understanding of end-user 
experiences with supplier acceptance can help drive improvements via more focused and efficient 
efforts by end-users with support from their providers. 

Current State of Card Acceptance 
 
The average supplier acceptance rate experienced by buyers targeting U.S. suppliers for P-Card / 
One Card payment is estimated at 68%. Across other geographic markets, average acceptance rates 
are significantly lower, with Canada estimated at 47%, Latin America at 42%, Europe at 38%, the 
Middle East at 26%, Africa at 17%, and Asia Pacific at 43%. 

Table 1. Supplier Acceptance of P-Cards / One Cards by Geographic Market2  

Acceptance 

Rate 

United 

States Canada 

Latin 

America Europe 

Middle 

East Africa 

Asia 

Pacific 

75% or more 47% 11% 2% 4% 0% 0% 3% 

50 to 74% 19% 8% 1% 3% 0% 0% 2% 

25 to 49% 12% 5% 4% 8% 4% 1% 2% 

Less than 25% 7% 15% 3% 10% 3% 4% 5% 

2013 average 68% 47% 42% 38% 26% 17% 43% 

Memo: 2009 average 75% 50% 26% 33% 25% 21% 28% 

A comparison to the 2009 survey results is provided above. A key difference in the 2009 survey 
questionnaire was inclusion of a response option of “Don’t Know.” In 2013, this response option was 
omitted, which, in effect, required respondents to estimate a percentage range if they targeted 
suppliers in a designated geography. Had “Don’t Know” responders in 2009 been required to indicate 
a range, these responders may have skewed toward the lower end of the ranges above; hence, the 
potential for inflation of 2009 results. Given this anomaly, the fact that calculated average acceptance 
rates in Latin America, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia Pacific increased could be indicative of 
substantial market development in card acceptance from 2009 to 2013. 

 

                                                   
2 Q#31: Within the following markets, approximately what percentage of your suppliers (those you target for P-
Card / One Card payments) are "card acceptors?” If your organization does not target suppliers in a particular 
market, leave blank or select N/A. Note: From responses to Q#31, average is calculated by taking the midpoint of 
the experienced supplier acceptance ranges multiplied by percentage of respondents in each range but excluding 
consideration of respondents that don’t target suppliers in a particular market. For example, the U.S. average of 
68% is calculated as follows: (midpoint of first range of 87.5% x 47% + 62% x 19% + 37% x 12% + 12% x 7%) / 
(1 – 15%). 
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Average rates of supplier acceptance by category of spend have increased almost universally from 
2009 to 2013 as shown in Figure 2 below. With the exception of shipping / parcel delivery, a 5% to 
18% increase in rates of acceptance was observed. However, acceptance still varies by category of 
spend–particularly for categories with higher average transaction sizes and those categories not 
associated with point of sale purchases.  

 

Figure 2. Supplier Acceptance of P-Cards / One Cards3 

In selecting suppliers, most end-users indicated that card acceptance is important: 

 When selecting suppliers for indirect spend (e.g., office supplies, computers not related to 
operations), 82% of respondents reported that supplier card acceptance is important, very 
important, or required. 

 When selecting suppliers for direct spend (e.g., raw materials for operations or manufacturing), 
56% of respondents reported that supplier card acceptance is important, very important, or 
required. 

Figures for both indirect and direct spend increased substantially from an overall 50% reported in 2009 
when indirect and direct were not asked separately. In short, supplier acceptance has become more 
important to supplier selection from 2009 to 2013. 

 

 
 

 
 

                                                   
3 Q#32: Do suppliers in the following industries typically accept your P-Cards / One Cards? Note: Travel not asked 
in the 2009 survey; however, increase in supplier acceptance for travel-related spend from 2009 to 2013 presumed 
to be 5%. 
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Challenges 
 
In terms of impeding an organization’s card program growth, 78% reported that suppliers’ resistance 
to (or non-acceptance of) P-Card / One Card payments is, at a minimum, somewhat of a challenge / 
impediment to growth,4 down from 88% in 2009. Not surprisingly, transaction acceptance fees are 
overwhelmingly still the No. 1 reason suppliers give end-users for resisting or not accepting card 
payments. 

Furthermore, 66% of respondents stated they sometimes or frequently encounter suppliers that 
impose a surcharge in conjunction with card acceptance, up from 57% in 2009. For these respondents, 
39% stated that successfully negotiating the surcharge away was the most common final outcome 
followed by 35% (pay suppliers some other way–no card); 11% (accept some type of surcharge); and 
12% (choose a different supplier). Unless an end-user has significant buying power over a supplier 
who wants to surcharge, successfully negotiating the surcharge away requires an end-user to educate 
the supplier on the benefits of card payments—a task that is often completed by program 
management, procurement staff, and/or an end-user’s provider.  

Opportunities 
 
The survey results revealed a notable opportunity for end-users to learn more about the economics of 
card acceptance and to consider suppliers’ needs when selecting a payment method. Armed with 
more knowledge and increased sensitivity to the supplier perspective, organizations can improve their 
communications with suppliers on the topic of card acceptance. Other opportunities include: 

 adding card-related questions / requirements in supplier selection RFPs and RFQs 

 incorporating card-related terms and conditions within supplier contracts  

 initiating or expanding an ePayables program-a centralized, controlled, and pre-approval 
workflow mode of payment that may be superior to paying by check, wire, or ACH due to 
embedded controls, automation, process savings, data capture / reporting, and 
incremental rebate dollar generation potential 

 educating suppliers on the many benefits of accepting P-Cards / One Cards / ePayables 

 improving supplier understanding of opportunities to reduce transaction fees by passing 
accurate Level 3 data (i.e., line item description and quantities detail) and qualifying for 
lower large ticket transaction interchange rates 

 utilizing Level 3 data for auditing, guarding against misuse, reconciliation, supplier 
management, strategic sourcing, tax purposes, and/or paper receipt replacement 

 discontinuing paper invoices, still commonly found in P-Card / One Card payments 

 increasing supplier education and enrollment support from providers 

 

 

                                                   
4 For those respondents with ePayables programs, 93% indicated supplier resistance was at least somewhat of a 
challenge / impediment to program growth. 
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1. What are the primary drivers for suppliers to accept card 
payments? 

Reasons Suppliers Take Cards 
 
Suppliers have many reasons to take cards. In the 2013 survey, 62% of respondents reported that 
their suppliers took their P-Card / One Card to achieve “quick payment” (i.e., improve working capital), 
while “guaranteed payment” was the second most cited benefit, mentioned by 48% of respondents. 
“Process ease” for the supplier was cited by less than 40% in part because many suppliers still handle 
card acceptance in a somewhat manual, “exception process” manner. 

 

Figure 3. Reasons Suppliers Take Cards, According to End-Users5 

Specific to ePayables, the top three reasons cited were “quick payment,” “guaranteed payment,” and 
“to be ‘preferred.’” Counterintuitively, “process ease” ranked fourth. While ePayables solutions are 
often specifically designed to automate AP and AR payments, the AR component, as with P-Cards / 
One Cards, is regrettably often handled as an exception process by the supplier. A key opportunity for 
the industry is to better educate suppliers on how ePayables can improve so-called auto cash. 
Potential also exists for the industry to harmonize ePayables and electronic invoicing solutions in areas 
such as interfaces and file formats to ease supplier adoption.   

 

 
 

 
 

                                                   
5 Note: Results between 2009 (P-Card / One Card) and 2013 (P-Card / One Card) were relatively comparable. 
Q#35: What reasons do suppliers give for accepting your P-Cards / One Cards? Indicate the frequency for which 
suppliers cite each of the following. 
Q#23: What reasons do suppliers give for accepting your ePayables payments? Indicate the frequency for which 
suppliers cite each of the following. 
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How Suppliers Can Save Money by Taking Cards 
 
The table below illustrates more specifically how suppliers can save money through card acceptance. 
The below example utilizes an assumed average P-Card transaction size of $359. 

In this example, the supplier incurs a merchant discount fee, which can vary based on Level 3 
qualification as shown and could also be substantially lower as a percentage of transaction amount 

for much larger transactions that can qualify for so called “large ticket” interchange rates. 
Under “Typical,” this fee is $10.90 and reduced to $6.90 under the “Level 3” scenario. Although a 
merchant discount fee is a true cost for accepting any card-related transaction, benefits such as those 
referenced in Figure 3 above are numerous. In Table 2 below, cash flow and process savings drive 
significant net benefits for the supplier equivalent to 7% to 8% of transaction amount.  

Table 2. Sample Calculation of Supplier per Transaction Savings Potential6 

Average P-Card transaction $359 

 Typical Level 3 

Merchant discount fee (%)7 3.03% 1.92% 

Merchant discount fee ($359 x % discount) ‒ $10.90 ‒ $6.90 

Cash flow savings8 + $1.87 + $1.87 

Invoice / receivables process savings9 + $35.00 + $35.00 

   

Transaction net savings for the supplier10 + $25.97 + $29.97 

Memo:  Theoretical “break even” point11 $1,400 $2,500 

Below the transaction net savings line, a breakeven point is shown, which is the point of indifference 
for a supplier. Consequently, under a “typical” merchant discount fee scenario, the supplier is better 
off taking cards for all transactions of $1,400 or less. This figure increases substantially for a scenario 
in which the supplier passes Level 3 data and can thereby access lower average interchange and 
merchant fee rates. In addition to the above, the payment networks have devised lower large ticket 
rates for transactions of several thousand dollars and higher to help suppliers make the business case 
for accepting transactions much larger in size, including transactions settled by card-based solutions 
measuring in the millions of dollars.  

                                                   
6 NAPCP estimates and assumptions. 
7 Merchant discount fees are illustrative. Actual rates, including lower Level 3 and large ticket qualifying rates, will 
vary by payment network and multiple transaction characteristics and are subject to change. 
8 Cost of capital and payment acceleration days will vary by supplier and transaction; however, by way of example, 
$1.87 in cash flow savings ≈ $359*(((1+5% presumed average cost of working capital)^(1/365 days))^39 days of 
accelerated payment for supplier - 1). 
9 Invoice / receivables process savings based on a typical reduction in professional time associated with moving a 
manual invoicing / check payment process to an automated P-Card / One Card transaction with no invoice. 
10 This example does NOT take into account other, less tangible benefits of card acceptance for suppliers such as 
becoming a preferred supplier or strengthening relationships with clients. 
11 The breakeven point is the transaction amount at which a supplier would be monetarily indifferent to accepting 
cards. 
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Supplier Resistance to Taking Cards 
 
“Fees too high,” at 67%, was by far the most common reason for suppliers to resist or not take cards 
with only a slight decrease from 71% in 2009 despite substantial provider / industry progress made 
regarding lower large ticket interchange rates during this four-year interval. 

 

Figure 4. Reasons Suppliers Resist / Won’t Take Cards12 

As shown above, “too hard to set up” was still the second most frequently observed reason by one-
fourth of respondents for supplier resistance / non-acceptance followed by “don’t understand the 
benefits” still in third. These results suggest substantial opportunities still exist for end-users to: 

 educate suppliers on actual (versus perceived or legacy) transaction fees, including recently 
introduced large ticket interchange rates 

 assist or provide support as practical for set up 

 explain or re-explain the benefits of accepting cards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
12 Q#36: What reasons do suppliers give for resisting or not accepting your P-Cards / One Cards? 
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 In the 2009 survey, the majority (65%) of respondents indicated that supplier resistance was 
only somewhat of a challenge as an impediment to program growth. In 2013, this question 
was segmented into P-Card /One Card and ePayables. In both cases, the percentage of 
responses of “it’s only somewhat of a challenge” dropped substantially as shown in the figure 
below. 

 

Figure 5. Supplier Resistance–Degree of Impediment to Card Program Growth13 

For the 2013 P-Card / One Card responses of “it’s not a challenge” actually increased in frequency 
from 12% to 22%. By cross-tabulating with other questions around program effectiveness / results, 
these end-users arguably have LESS effective P-Card / One Card programs. For example, only 64% 
of “it’s not a challenge” respondents are using cards for at least eight of the 13 spend categories 
referenced in the Executive Summary versus 70% for other respondents. One could reasonably 
speculate that “it’s not a challenge” respondents may be putting forth less effort to grow their programs. 

For the 2013 ePayables responses (40% of all respondents), 68% indicated that supplier resistance 
is one of their top three challenges to program growth. Evaluation of survey results suggests a slightly 
negative correlation between age of ePayables program and supplier resistance as a challenge to 
growth (i.e., younger programs tended to be more challenged). 

Of the 51% of respondents with ePayables that only had so-called “Pull” ePayables programs (i.e., 
supplier must process a transaction to a virtual / ghost card or one-time use account), 48% reported 
that supplier resistance was their biggest challenge to program growth versus 44% for the 22% of 
respondents with ePayables that only had “Push” (i.e., supplier does not process a transaction, but 
receives a deposit to its merchant account) and 27% for the 27% of respondents with ePayables that 
had both “Pull” and “Push” programs. Perhaps respondents with “Push” programs may be 
encountering less supplier resistance since, once the supplier has been enrolled, no further actions 
are required of the supplier to initiate and receive payment from the buyer. 

  

                                                   
13 Q#33: How do you rate suppliers’ resistance to (or non-acceptance of) P-Cards / One Cards in terms of impeding 

your organization’s card program growth? 
Q#21: How do you rate suppliers’ resistance to (or non-acceptance of) ePayables payments in terms of impeding 
the growth of your organization’s ePayables program? 
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The 2009 and 2013 surveys also measured the transaction size at which supplier resistance / refusal 
is most commonly encountered. Back in 2009, the vast majority of respondents stated they did not 
encounter supplier resistance / refusal based on transaction size, likely due to the fact that nearly half 
prohibited use of a P-Card / One Card for transactions larger than $2,500. In 2013, 83% of respondents 
allowed P-Card / One Card usage for transactions larger than $2,500, which likely resulted in the 
higher frequency of supplier resistance / refusal responses for larger ticket amounts shown below. 

 

Figure 6. Transaction Size at Which Suppliers Most Commonly Resist / Refuse 
Cards14 

While 58% of respondents are still NOT encountering supplier resistance / refusal based on 
transaction size, for those that do encounter this, this threshold often starts at $10,000 or $15,000. 

  

                                                   
14 Q#29: Which of the following dollar ranges best reflects the point at which your card accepting suppliers most 
commonly resist or refuse to accept a card payment (due to cost or other factor)? 
Q#28: Which of the following dollar ranges best reflects the highest transaction amount your organization 
commonly allows on a P-Card / One Card? “Commonly allowed” could be demonstrated through a cardholder’s 
usual single transaction limit or your organization’s willingness to grant a temporary limit increase. 
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2. What successful actions have end-users used to partner with 
suppliers? 

Include Card-Related Terms in RFPs, RFQs, and Supplier Contracts 
 
Card-related questions and terms became more prevalent in the market over the four-year 
interval between surveys. For example: 

 Forty-three percent of respondents to the 2013 survey included card-related questions or 
terms in their requests for quote or requests for proposal during the bidding process, up 
from 32% of respondents in 2009. 

 Half of respondents in 2013 included card-related terms in their contracts, up substantially 
from 23% of respondents in 2009. 

 

Figure 7. Card-Related Questions / Terms “Standard Practice” With Suppliers15 

Examples of simple statements to include in an RFP, RFQ, or contract include: 

 supplier shall accept Company’s Commercial Cards (e.g., P-Cards) for payment without 
adding any additional fees or surcharges in conjunction with this payment method  

 supplier shall abide by the rules related to card acceptance as set forth by the card network 

 supplier shall provide Company with proof of its compliance with the Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) and/or any related applicable requirements set 
forth by the PCI Security Standards Council 

  

                                                   
15 Q#8: How often does your organization address or include card-related questions and terms within RFPs and 
RFQs (bidding processes)? 
Q#9: When card payments are the intended payment method, how often does your organization address or include 
such terms within contracts with suppliers? 
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Emphasize Importance of Card Acceptance in Supplier Selection 
 
Card acceptance became significantly more important to supplier selection in the four-year 
interval between surveys. In 2009, 53% of respondents stated that card acceptance was 
important, very important, or usually required. In 2013, this percentage increased to 82% for 
indirect spend and 56% for direct spend, signifying an increased level of comfort among end-
users in considering or requiring card acceptance in selecting suppliers. 

 

Figure 8. Importance of Card Acceptance to Selecting Suppliers16 

Results for this question were also cross-tabulated with inclusion of card-related questions and terms 
in RFPs, RFQs, and contracts. For example, for the 82% of respondents that consider card acceptance 
important, very important, or usually required for indirect spend, 45% include card-related questions 
or terms in their RFPs / RFQs and 55% include these in their supplier contracts. For the 56% of 
respondents that consider card acceptance important, very important, or usually required for indirect 
spend, 55% include card-related questions or terms in their RFPs / RFQs and 67% include these in 
their supplier contracts. 
 

  

                                                   
16 Q#7: When selecting suppliers for indirect and direct spend, how important is card acceptance to your 
organization?  Indirect spend is not directly related to operations; for example, office supplies, computers, etc. In 
contrast, direct spend is directly related to operations / manufacturing; for example, raw materials. 
Q#8: How often does your organization address or include card-related questions and terms within RFPs and RFQs 
(bidding processes)? 
Q#9: When card payments are the intended payment method, how often does your organization address or include 
such terms within contracts with suppliers? 
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Carefully Consider Factors When Determining Form of Payment to Use 
 
The 2009 and 2013 surveys also evaluated what factors end-users consider when determining which 
form of B2B payment (e.g., card, check, ACH, wire) to use to complete a given transaction.   

 

Figure 9. Frequently Considered When Deciding Form of B2B Payment17 

In 2013, factors such as “amount” and “complexity of transaction” are substantially more prominent for 
end-users than they were in 2009. One could speculate that enhancements in transaction data capture 
and growth in ePayables solutions may be driving these increases. Meanwhile, a lower percentage of 
respondents cited “your procure-to-pay costs,” perhaps due to measured improvement in check 
efficiencies, which have reduced the process time / cost gap between checks and other forms of B2B 
payment. The next three areas pertain to how respondents may consider their supplier’s side of the 
transaction in determining form of payment. In 2013, respondents were twice to three times as likely 
to consider factors such as “cash flow to supplier,” “supplier’s process costs,” or “fees to supplier” in 
deciding which form of payment to use for a given transaction. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

                                                   
17 Q#10: How often does your organization consider the following internal factors when determining how to pay a 

supplier willing to take any form of payment? 
Q#11: How often does your organization consider the following factors that impact suppliers when determining 
how to pay a supplier willing to take any form of payment? 
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Solicit Assistance from Providers in Supplier Education and Card 
Acceptance Enrollment 
 
Another successful action end-users have used to partner with suppliers is to obtain provider 
assistance. With regards to what role providers play, all four responses below were within five 
percentage points from 2009 to 2013 suggesting that providers have yet to meaningfully increase the 
level of assistance and resources to promote card acceptance for their end-user clients. A key 
challenge for the provider community has been the historical hands-on nature of such assistance, for 
which investment in time and resources has only been justifiable for the largest end-user card 
programs with the most dollar spend upside from increased acceptance. More recently, some 
providers have developed more automated, Web-based approaches to offering assistance, which may 

expand the prevalence of these services being proactively offered. 

 

Figure 10. Role of My Provider in Supplier Acceptance18 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
18 Q#12: What best describes the role of your organization’s card provider(s) in supplier card acceptance? 
Q#11: How often does your organization consider the following factors that impact suppliers when determining how to pay a supplier 
willing to take any form of payment? 
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With regard to how providers have assisted their end-user clients, the prevalence of five types of 
assistance has increased. Cross-tabulation has also correlated each area of assistance to broader 
usage of P-Cards / One Cards across spend categories. 

 

Figure 11. How My Provider Has Assisted Me19 

 

 
 

  

                                                   
19 Q#13: How has your card provider assisted your organization with supplier acceptance? Check all that apply. 
Q#32: Do suppliers in the following industries typically accept your P-Cards / One Cards? 
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3. How may end-users improve existing processes and/or 
requirements? 

Eliminate an Invoice From Procure-to-Pay Process When Paying by P-
Card / One Card 
 
Having analyzed the current state of P-Card / One Card / ePayables acceptance, challenges, and 
successful actions, readers of these survey results may also ask how end-users could improve existing 
processes and requirements associated with card payments. A key area of opportunity for end-users 
is to ask suppliers to refrain from providing an invoice for transactions that will be settled via a P-Card 
or One Card. As shown in Figure 12 below, the opposite trend is actually occurring with more end-
users always, frequently, or sometimes requiring an invoice. 

 

Figure 12. Requires Invoice Prior to Providing a Card20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
20 Q#42: How often does your organization require an invoice from a supplier, followed by an internal invoice 
approval process, prior to providing a P-Card / One Card for payment? 
Q#43: When you require an invoice, followed by invoice approval, prior to payment, how long does it typically take 
your organization to provide the P-Card / One Card to the supplier? 
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For example, Table 3 below depicts “best practice” for a P-Card / One Card procure-to-pay process 
in which several process steps are removed by omitting an invoice. For end-users still requiring 
some form of detailed goods description for reconciliation or matching, a so-called “purchase order 
flip” (i.e., buyer uses its own purchase order as an invoice) is also an alternative. 

Table 3. Best Practice P-Card / One Card Procure-to-Pay Process21 

Ordering Supplier Process Receiving Reconciliation & Review 

                                                   
21 This figure does NOT illustrate the potential for declined transactions, the complete supplier selection process, 
errors and exceptions handling, etc.  Documentation retention options include electronic or centralized / 
decentralized paper files. 

Cardholder 
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appropriate 

supplier for order 

Places order 
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order if required 
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process and delays in 
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Ask Your Suppliers to Reliably Capture and Transmit Enhanced Data 
(Level 2, Level 3) 
 
With the potential for elimination or reduction in invoices for P-Card / One Card transactions, capture 
and transmittal of enhanced data with a card transaction becomes increasingly important. Asked about 
the importance of Level 2 and Level 3 data, a roughly similar percentage of respondents answered 
“important” or “very important”; however, availability of such enhanced data is limited and reliability 
levels are quite low. Causes for this dichotomy include many suppliers that are not made familiar with 
or properly implemented to capture and transmit enhanced data, particularly when cards are seen only 
as an accommodation for some buyers versus a strategic focus for these suppliers. Unfortunately, 
“free rider” suppliers also exist who input dummy data in the Level 2 or 3 fields to qualify for lower 
interchange rates. 

 

Figure 13. Importance of Level 2 and Level 3 Data22 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
22 Q#46: How important is enhanced transaction data to your organization? (For purposes of this survey, equate 
Level 2 data with a tax amount and customer-defined code, and Level 3 data with Level 2 data PLUS line-item 
detail.) 
Q#44: Approximately what percentage of your organization’s P-Card / One Card transactions include enhanced 
data? 
Q#45: When received, is the enhanced data accurate and/or detailed enough? 
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To explore the purposes for which Level 3 data are being utilized, those 77% of end-users who rated 
Level 3 data as “important” or “very important” were isolated. The top three uses: “audit misuse,” 
“cardholder reconciliation,” and “accounting purposes” further highlight the potential for widely 
available and accurate Level 3 data to supplant invoices. 

 

Figure 14. Use of Level 3 by End-users Who Consider Level 3 Important23 

  

                                                   
23 Q#48: How does your organization typically utilize Level 3 data if/when provided by suppliers? Check all that 
apply. 
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Learn More about Large Ticket Interchange and Discuss With Your 
Suppliers 
 
Other big areas for process / requirements improvement relate to large ticket interchange. The card 
networks sometimes offer substantially reduced large ticket interchange rates for transactions over 
several thousand dollars in spend that meet specified criteria. Such rates and qualifications are made 
public by Visa and MasterCard on their websites. 

As shown on the left-hand side of Figure 15 below, 67% of end-users state their suppliers regularly 
cite “high fees” as a concern; yet a significant portion of respondents “have not heard” of large ticket 
interchange or are only “somewhat aware” as shown on the right-hand side. Best practice end-users 
are those who answered “yes, and have discussed with our suppliers” as this is quite indicative of 
partnering with suppliers on larger transaction amounts and determining how to assist these suppliers 
in reducing their cost of acceptance fees. 

 

Figure 15. Large Ticket Interchange Awareness24 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
24 Q#36: What reasons do suppliers give for resisting or not accepting your P-Cards / One Cards? 
Q#37: Are you aware of the potential for some suppliers to qualify for reduced interchange rates on large ticket 
transactions, as defined by the respective networks? 
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Introduce or Expand an ePayables Program 
 
Even though ePayables solutions have been widely available for many years, 60% of respondents still 
do not have an ePayables program. These respondents may consider asking their providers about 
ePayables and educating their internal management team on the opportunity to launch a centralized, 
controlled, pre-approval workflow form of electronic payment that can capture spend data more 
effectively while also increasing dollar rebates. Even though ePayables acceptance by suppliers is not 
ubiquitous, anecdotal evidence suggests that substantially all end-users who have implemented 
ePayables programs have found them to be a winner with extraordinarily low rates of fraud and 
misuse. 

 

Figure 16. ePayables Models and Challenges25 

Several impediments to ePayables program launch and growth, gathered from an aggregation of 
freeform responses to the 2013 survey, remain as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 16 above. 
Many of these challenges are examples of perceived or actual loss of control in an ePayables program, 
which further confirms the value of education within an end-user organization and with its suppliers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
25 Q#19: Which ePayables model does your organization use? “Pull” (supplier must process a transaction to a 
virtual / ghost card or one-time use account). “Push” (supplier does not process a transaction; receives a deposit  
 
to its merchant account). 
Q#22: Optional: Please specify the top three challenges impeding the growth of your ePayables program. 
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Continue to Educate Your Suppliers 
 
A familiar theme throughout the 2009 and 2013 surveys is that end-users should increase the 
regularity and specificity of their dialogue about cards with their suppliers. From 2009 to 2013, the 
percentages of end-users who educated their suppliers, stressed the importance of card acceptance, 
or stressed the importance of their size all doubled, as shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 17. Frequently Deployed Approaches to Convince Suppliers to Take Cards26 

Results from the 2013 survey were also used to correlate end-users who educate their suppliers with 
other variables that are often indicative of card program success and growth. As shown in Figure 18 
below, end-users who educate suppliers performed significantly better on six of these key variables. 

 

Figure 18. Empirical Benefits to Educating Suppliers27 

 

                                                   
26 Q#16: How often does your organization use each of the following approaches to convince suppliers to accept 
your card payments? Note: A/R = a supplier’s accounts receivable department. 
27 Q#8, 13, 28, 29, 19, 39. 
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Key Conclusions 

Although many suppliers accept cards, the continued prevalence of non-accepting suppliers, including 
those in markets outside of the United States, serves as a challenging barrier to P-Card / One Card / 
ePayables program growth for many end-user organizations. Nevertheless, end-users have had 
success in co-opting heretofore non-accepting suppliers. In some cases, external factors that may be 
completely unrelated to the buyer have tipped the scales for a supplier (e.g., implementing card 
acceptance in response to another buyer’s request). However, more often a concerted effort by the end-
user, often with provider assistance, has led a non-accepting supplier to begin accepting cards. 

Gaining a better understanding of suppliers’ challenges is just one component of the multi-faceted 
education end-users may pursue to achieve higher card spend penetration rates. Other related, 
important topics include: PCI DSS, enhanced data, large ticket interchange rates (even if this results 
in decreased revenue share opportunity for the end-user), and active dialogue between end-users and 
suppliers about transaction size thresholds. Notably, none of these topics are static as the industry 
continues to evolve and change.  

Documenting card-related requirements (e.g., through contracts with suppliers) is a best practice not 
only from an enforcement perspective, but also to improve communications between the end-user and 
its suppliers, thus minimizing future issues. This includes consideration of the procure-to-pay process 
and related supporting documentation (e.g., a priced packing slip to replace an invoice). Once a 
supplier has been on-boarded, issues may remain (e.g., a change in contact at a supplier, a supplier 
wanting to surcharge for card payments); however, education can help break through some of these 
barriers. 
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Call to Action 

Survey results can be synthesized to a list of actions suppliers and end-users should consider as 
strategic and tactical methods for improving supplier acceptance of cards: 

Suppliers: 

1. Increase knowledge of economics of card acceptance. 

2. Collaborate with customers (e.g., ensure sales representatives can communicate 
effectively with customers or provide appropriate contact). 

3. Appropriately re-engineer processes. 

4. Partner with an acquirer or seek a new one. 

5. Consider Level 2 or 3 data for improved rates. 

6. Comply with PCI-DSS (required). 

End-Users: 

1. Increase knowledge of economics of card acceptance. 

2. Include card payments and related requirements within RFPs, RFQs, and contracts. 

3. Collaborate with suppliers. 

4. Ensure suppliers reap benefits. 

5. Work with suppliers to eliminate invoice and charge P-Card / One Card upon order 
fulfillment. 

6. Revisit suppliers that did not previously accept card payments. 

Survey results demonstrate that many of the above tactics are highly correlated with respondents who 
have added spend categories or increased spend in their P-Card / One Card / ePayables programs. 
One could argue whether the above can cause an end-user to grow their program or whether these 
methods are merely correlated with respondents who have otherwise achieved success. Common 
sense would suggest the former hypothesis should be at least true enough to warrant consideration 
of the call-to-action list.  

Above all, for the industry to prosper, buyers must want to use cards and suppliers must want to accept 
cards for payment. In the simplest form, both sides need to realize value; it cannot be a one-sided 
value proposition. 
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About NAPCP 

The NAPCP is a membership-based professional association committed to advancing Commercial 
Card and Payment professionals and industry practices worldwide. The NAPCP is a respected voice 
in the industry, serving as an impartial resource for members at all experience levels in the public and 
private sectors. The NAPCP provides unmatched opportunities for continuing education and peer 
networking through its conferences, regional forums, webinars, website, virtual demonstrations, 
newsletters and regular communication. The association sponsors research and publishes timely and 
relevant white papers, survey results and other documents. The NAPCP offers a Certified Purchasing 
Card Professional (CPCP) credential (http://www.napcp.org/cpcp). 

About First Annapolis Consulting, Inc. 

Founded in 1991, First Annapolis is a specialized advisory firm focused on the electronic payments 
industry. The firm’s market coverage is international in scope with a primary focus on North America, 
Latin America, and Europe. First Annapolis specializes in offering strategic and tactical advice to 
stakeholders across the payments value-chain including financial institutions, service providers, 
retailers, travel and entertainment companies, and affinity groups. Client engagement work pertaining 
to Purchasing Cards, Corporate Cards, One Cards, Fleet Cards, and small business cards, is one of 
First Annapolis’s core practice areas. Each year, First Annapolis completes approximately 40 
Commercial Card engagements for end-users and providers. With over 70 professionals and 20 years 
of industry experience, First Annapolis has one of the largest and strongest advisory teams focused 
exclusively on electronic payments.  
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Appendix: Accounts Receivable Perspectives on Card 
Acceptance 

In conjunction with the end-user survey described above, NAPCP and First Annapolis launched an 
additional survey to explore perspectives on acceptance of card payments from the supplier’s point of 
view. Although response rates were lower than anticipated, 21 organizations participated; and their 
responses provide a lens into the accounts receivable perspective of card acceptance. A maximum of 
31 questions were asked, with a primary goal of identifying the challenges and benefits of card 
acceptance for B2B transactions and related practices, from the perspective of suppliers. Overall, 
findings from the supplier survey were consistent with the end-user results: 

 A significant education gap exists surrounding B2B transaction fees: 

o Many suppliers refuse to accept cards due to high fees. 

o Suppliers are often unaware of reduced interchange offerings available. 

o Some suppliers are unaware of any benefits cards present. 

 Many suppliers have not optimized their accounts receivable processes for increased savings. 

 Process savings and guaranteed payments are the top reasons suppliers accept cards. 

 

Figure 19. Supplier Respondent Overview28 

Respondents fell into similar segments as the end-user survey.  Forty-three percent of respondents 
were “Fortune Ranking” with $2 billion or more in annual revenue or budget, 19% were Large Market 
($500 million to $1.9 billion), 33% were “Mid Market” ($25 to 499 million), and just 5% were “Small” 
(<$25 million). As for industry sector, 52% of respondents were from the private / corporate sector 
(e.g., corporations, companies, businesses); 29% were from government / K-12; 9% were from higher 
education; and 9% were non-profits. Fifty-seven percent of the organizations surveyed accept P-Cards 
for B2B payments while 43% do not. 

                                                   
28 Q#6: What best describes your organization's size, based on annual revenue? 
Q#4: What is your organization’s sector? 
Q#14: Does your organization accept card payments (e.g., Purchasing Cards) from your B2B customers? 
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As with the end-user survey, results from this survey of 21 responses cannot be represented as 
statistically significant.  However, end-users, suppliers, and providers can use this information to better 
understand supplier acceptance and to help drive improvements. 

Current State of Card Acceptance  
 
Fifty-seven percent of respondents currently accept card payments for B2B transactions. As shown in 
Figure 20 below, each of those respondents were given six options to describe why they accept cards, 
with 42% saying “process ease / savings” was the top factor, and 42% citing “guaranteed payment” 
as the top factor. “Quicker payment for better cash flow” and “reducing AR staff” were each cited by 
8% of organizations as the top reason. “Decreasing hard costs” and “gaining a competitive advantage” 
(by becoming a preferred supplier) were not selected as the top reason by any suppliers surveyed. 

 

Figure 20. Reasons Suppliers Accept / Don’t Accept Cards29 

Of the 43% of respondents who do not accept card payments for B2B transactions, 44% cited limited 
customer demand as the key reason. Thirty-three percent noted high fees as the biggest factor, and 
11% believe setting up a merchant account is too expensive and not worth the investment. As noted 
above, if end-users were to include card payments and related requirements within contracts, educate 
suppliers on transaction fees, and provide support for set up, some of this supplier resistance could 
diminish. Eleven percent of organizations don’t see any benefits associated with accepting cards; so 
education on all of the benefits of card acceptance is another key factor in increasing adoption. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
29 Q#18: Please rank the reasons why your organization accepts card payments from B2B customers. Note: 
Percentages represent respondents who selected the reason as most important. 
Q#16: Please rank your reasons to date for not accepting P-Card payments from your B2B customers. Note: 
Percentages represent respondents who selected the reason as most important. 
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Suppliers’ Understanding of Card Acceptance 
 
The majority of respondents claim they have evaluated the time / costs involved with their traditional 
accounts receivable and collections process with B2B customers. As such, a demonstration of the 
decreased time / costs associated with a card payment could resonate with these organizations. 
Because they are at least somewhat aware of the effort that goes into their traditional processes, a 
clear explanation of the reduced processing costs of a card transaction could help drive them toward 
a more efficient process. 

 

Figure 21. Suppliers’ Understanding of Card Acceptance30 

While 57% of respondents claim to understand the benefits and processes associated with a card 
payment, not a single respondent answered “yes” to having measured those benefits against fees. 
Many suppliers appear to be misinformed on the real costs associated with accepting card for a B2B 
payment and need to be better educated on the transaction fees that are actually charged. 

 

                                                   
30 Q#8: Has your organization evaluated the time involved and/or process cost of its traditional accounts receivable 
and collections process with B2B customers (e.g., one involving an invoice and ending in a noncard payment, such 
as a check)? 
Q#13: Is your organization knowledgeable about card acceptance in a B2B payment scenario, having an 
understanding of the fees, benefits, process, etc.? 
Q#27: Has your organization measured the savings and benefits from card acceptance, comparing against the 
fees? 
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Figure 22. Reduced Interchange Rates31 

As shown in Figure 22, many respondents are not aware of reduced interchange rates, leaving them 
with a misguided view on the fees associated with cards. While 33% of respondents are aware of large 
ticket interchange, further analysis shows just 17% are currently taking advantage of it, presenting 
greater opportunity for increased adoption. Moreover, only one-half of organizations are fully aware of 
enhanced data interchange reduction opportunities. Because transaction fees are such a significant 
barrier to card acceptance, better information on actual fees for different spend types / levels could be 
a game-changer in boosting acceptance. 

                                                   
31 Q#29: Is your organization aware of the potential to qualify for reduced card acceptance fees on large ticket 
transactions, as defined by the respective card brands? 
Q#30: Is your organization aware of the potential to qualify for reduced card acceptance fees by providing 
enhanced data, as defined by the respective card brands? 


